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GENERAL INFORMATION

SCREEN CLEANING

The touch-screen provides touch-control
of vehicle climate, audio, navigation,
television and telephone systems, as
fitted. A small Liquid Crystal Display (LCD)
screen below the touch-screen provides a
digital display of the ambient temperature
and vehicle cabin set temperature.

Caution: Care must be taken to avoid
spilling or splashing drinks onto the
touch-screen. In the event of such an
occurrence advise your Jaguar Dealer/
Authorised Repairer.
Do not use any abrasive cleaners to clean
your touch-screen. For approved screen
cleaners, see your Jaguar Dealer/
Authorised Repairer.

The touch-screen setup and user menus,
clock setting, headlamp setting, door
locking mode and power-fold door
mirrors information is described within
this section.

AUTOMATIC CLIMATE
CONTROL
The climate control system can be
controlled from the touch-screen buttons
(accessed via the CLIMATE button to the
left of the touch-screen) and is described
in ‘Touch-screen Climate Control’,
page 156.

Note: Remember to pass on the vehicle
handbooks when reselling the vehicle.
Handbooks are integral parts of the
vehicle.
The buttons surrounding the
touch-screen display are referred to as
‘hard buttons’ and should be pressed not
touched. The screen buttons are ‘soft
buttons’ and only require to be touched to
function.
Throughout this section, the expression
‘Select an item’ (or similar wording),
means ‘Touch the on-screen button
adjacent to the item required’.
Pop-up messages
The operation of certain functions will
cause a small message to appear
overlaying the touch-screen display. This
‘pop-up’ is for information only and will
disappear automatically after a few
seconds.
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AUDIO SYSTEMS

If the code is entered incorrectly, two
further attempts at code entry will be
permitted. If, after three successive
attempts, the code has not been properly
entered, the display will indicate PLEASE
WAIT. In this condition the radio will not
accept further entries until it has been left
on for at least 30 minutes. After
30 minutes the radio will accept three
further entries

The vehicle audio system interacts with
the JaguarVoice, Navigation, In-car
Telephone and Climate Control systems
via data on the multiplex communications
vehicle network.
The audio system can be controlled from
the radio front panel buttons, the
touch-screen buttons accessed via the
AUDIO button on the left of the
touch-screen and from multi-function
controls on the left-hand side of the
steering wheel, where fitted. These
controls are described in ‘STEERING
WHEEL CONTROLS’, page 235.

Note: In the event of loss of your radio
security card, contact your Jaguar Dealer
who, for security reasons, will require
proof of vehicle ownership.

IN-CAR TELEPHONE

The sound system antenna is an integral
part of the vehicle rear screen and serves
both FM and AM radio wavebands.

The telephone function is described in
‘SYSTEM OVERVIEW’, page 257.

JAGUARVOICE

Audio security code number
For the United Kingdom and European
countries, the audio head unit is
protected by an anti-theft security code. If
power to the radio drops to 5 volts or less
(dead battery), or there is a power
interruption/disconnection, the
touch-screen display will indicate Enter
System PIN. At this point the radio will
not operate until the correct security code
is re-entered.

JaguarVoice provides a safe and
convenient way for the driver and/or rear
occupants to control the following vehicle
systems (where fitted):

The four-digit code, which is listed on an
audio security card supplied with the
vehicle, is entered by pressing the
appropriate numeric buttons 0 to 9
displayed on the touch-screen followed
by the ENTER button.

•

Sound system (radio, CD player and
CD changer – as applicable).

•

In-car telephone.

•

Climate control system (front user
only unless 4-zone climate control is
fitted).

•

Television and Teletext.

•

Display screen (front user only).

•

Navigation (front user only).

The system is controlled in the front of the
vehicle by the steering wheel voice
button.
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TOUCH-SCREEN DISPLAY

TOUCH-SCREEN USE AND
CARE

Caution: Care must be taken to avoid
spilling or splashing drinks onto the
screen. In the event of such an
occurrence advise your Jaguar Dealer.

When the starter switch is initially turned
to position I or II, the touch-screen will
display the Jaguar logo screen followed
by activation and display of the mode
previously used. Display of buttons for
other systems can be obtained by
pressing the appropriate perimeter
button. Functions of the MENU button are
described on the following pages.

Note: When operating touch-screen
buttons, always extend the tip of one
finger, and withhold the thumb and
remaining fingers from the screen.
Touching the screen with more than one
finger at a time may cause false inputs.
The touch-screen and inner bezel must be
kept clean to maintain optimum
performance. Finger marks and attracted
dust should be regularly removed using a
soft cloth and a Jaguar approved cleaning
agent.

!

WARNING:
In the interests of road safety, only
operate, adjust or view the system
when it is safe to do so.
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MENU

VOLUME PRESET

Pressing the MENU perimeter button will
display the system menu screen.

After touching the Volume button, the
screen displays the buttons for
adjustment of volume associated with the
navigation system, JaguarVoice,
telephone, Traffic Announcements (TA)
and Automatic Volume Control (AVC).
Adjustment of AVC varies the rate at
which volume is increased or decreased
relative to vehicle speed.

The screen display can be blanked out by
touching the Screen Off button.
Touch the screen, or press any of the
perimeter buttons, to restore the display.

Touch or hold the + or – button to adjust
the volume of the selected function.
Note: If any of the volume slides are
adjusted to the fully – position, then the
volume is turned fully off.
Confirm your selection by touching OK
and the system menu screen will once
again be displayed.
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BRIGHTNESS/CONTRAST

SYSTEM SETUP

After touching the Brightness/Contrast
button, the screen displays the buttons
for adjustment of the screen display
characteristics. The centre window shows
the currently selected navigation view.

After touching the System Setup button,
the screen displays the buttons for
selecting user settings or vehicle settings.
Note: Vehicles which have the
JaguarVoice system fitted will have an
additional button on the system setup
screen for voice training.

Touch the + or - button to adjust the
selected function.
Screen brightness and contrast can also
be dimmed for night driving. This is
achieved either manually via the Day,
Night or Twilight buttons (independent of
the exterior lamp master switch position),
or automatically via the Auto button
(controlled by the exterior lamp master
switch position).
Touch the Default button to restore the
default settings.
Confirm your selection by touching OK.
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User settings

Vehicle settings

After touching the User Settings button,
the screen displays the buttons for the
selection of audible feedback, language,
and units of measurement.

After touching the Vehicle Settings
button, the screen displays the buttons
that switch certain functions on or off.
Two-stage unlock
If this function is switched on, the first
press of the key transmitter ‘unlock’
button will only unlock the driver’s door.
Press the unlock button a second time to
unlock the remaining doors.

All selects audible feedback on the
perimeter buttons and touch-screen
buttons. Touch Screen selects audible
feedback on the touch-screen buttons
only. None selects no audible feedback.
To select another language, touch the
Change button and, if the language is not
shown, scroll the screen as required. To
select a language, touch the flag of the
country required.

If the function is switched off, pressing the
unlock button once will unlock all of the
doors.
Power fold door mirrors
When this function is switched on, the
door mirrors will automatically fold flat
when global closing is performed (refer to
‘LOCKING AND UNLOCKING’, page 47.

Navigation Units provides either imperial
or metric units for use with the navigation
system.
Confirm your selection by touching OK.

Daytime running lamps
Where fitted, daytime running lamps will
be activated. It is particularly useful when
visiting countries where daytime running
lamps are compulsory.
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